
Predicting or Forecasting Earthquakes and
the Resulting Ground-Motion Hazards:
A Dilemma for Earth Scientists

Recent earthquakes, particularly the 2008 Wenchuan (China),
2009 L’Aquila (Italy), 2010 Haiti, 2011 Christchurch (New
Zealand), and 2011 Tohoku (Japan), events, have renewed de-
bate among scientists (e.g., Jordan et al., 2011; Stein et al.,
2011; Peresan et al., 2012; Stirling, 2012; Jordan, 2013; Jordan
et al., 2014; Wang and Rogers, 2014) on predicting or forecast-
ing earthquakes and their resulting ground-motion hazards.
The main reason for this debate is societal demand for predicting
or forecasting. In other words, scientists, seismologists in particular,
feel compelled to provide predictions or forecasts to society. The
initial sentencing of six years in prison for six Italian scientists
following the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake
demonstrates this. However, it is well un-
derstood that earthquakes and their result-
ing ground-motion hazards cannot be
predicted or forecasted reliably. Thus, the
statement by Jordan et al. (2014, p. 959),
“though communicating OEF (operational
earthquake forecast) and its uncertainties
is a difficult issue, not communicating is
hardly an option,” illustrates the dilemma.

EARTHQUAKE PREDICTION
VERSUS FORECASTING

Location, magnitude, and recurrence interval of earthquakes
have large uncertainty. For example, the estimated magnitudes
for earthquakes in the New Madrid Seismic Zone range from
M 6.6 to M 8.0, and estimates of the recurrence interval range
from 500 to 50,000 years (Petersen et al., 2014). Uncertainties
of this scale indicate that earthquakes cannot be predicted or
forecasted reliably. One such example is Iben Browning’s fore-
cast: a 50% chance of a major earthquake with a magnitude of
about 7 in the NewMadrid Seismic Zone within a few days of 3
December 1990 (Stein, 2010). Even though the 1975 Haicheng,
China, earthquake has been claimed as a successful prediction, it
was not predicted scientifically (Wang et al., 2006).

According to Jordan et al. (2011), a “prediction” is a pro-
spective deterministic statement (an assertion that one or more
earthquakes will occur in a specified subdomain of space and
future time), whereas a “forecast” is a prospective probabilistic
statement (a probability that earthquakes will occur in the

space–time subdomains). Jordan et al. (2011, p. 328) also said,
“statements about future earthquakes are inherently uncertain,
and no forecast or prediction can be complete without a de-
scription of this uncertainty.” Thus, there is no qualitative dif-
ference between deterministic predicting and probabilistic
forecasting; because “uncertainty is expressed in terms of prob-
abilities, both deterministic predictions and probabilistic forecasts
need to be stated and evaluated using probabilistic concepts” (Jor-
dan et al., 2011, p. 328). Therefore, the differences between pre-
dicting and forecasting have to do with how they quantify and
communicate uncertainty, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Generally, the location, magnitude, and recurrence inter-
val of earthquakes and their respective uncertainties are quan-
tified by a probability model (distribution), such as a Gaussian
(normal) model with a mean and standard deviation or by a
logic tree (e.g., Petersen et al., 2014). A mean magnitude of

M 7.5 and mean recurrence interval of
200 years were assumed for the character-
istic fault in Figure 1. The prediction for
this case may be that an M 7.5 earthquake
“could occur” along the fault in the next
month, next year, or in 50 years or that
an M 7.5 earthquake “will probably occur”
along the fault in the next month, next year,
or in 50 years. To make a forecast, a prob-
ability model has to be introduced to
describe earthquake occurrence in time
(e.g., the Poisson, empirical, Brownian pas-
sage time, or time predictable). Although
the Poisson model (i.e., time independent)

contradicts the generally accepted physical model (i.e., Reid’s elas-
tic rebound theory), it is the most commonly used model for
estimating earthquake probability (e.g., Jordan et al., 2011). The
Poisson model assumes the exceedance probability (PE) of the
M 7.5 earthquake occurrence along the fault over a specified
time period (t) can be estimated by

PE � 1 − e−
t
τ ≈

t
τ
; �1�

in which τ is the mean recurrence interval of the earthquake.
For time periods of 1 month, 1 year, and 50 years, equation (1)
yields PEs of about 0.042%, 0.5%, and 22.1%, respectively.
Thus, the forecast that an M 7.5 earthquake will occur along
the fault within the next month is 0.042%; the probability
that an M 7.5 earthquake will occur within the next 50 years
is 22.1%.

Scientists, seismologists in
particular, feel compelled to
provide earthquake
predictions or forecasts to
society. The differences
between predicting and
forecasting have to do with
how they quantify and
communicate uncertainty.
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GROUND-MOTION PREDICTING VERSUS
FORECASTING

To predict or forecast a ground motion at a site, a ground-
motion attenuation model—also called a ground-motion pre-
diction equation (GMPE)—is needed. A GMPE is assumed to
follow a lognormal distribution and has the mathematical form

ln�Y � � f �M; R� � δ; �2�
in which Y is a median ground motion,M is earthquake mag-
nitude, R is the source-to-site distance, and δ is uncertainty or
residual and follows a normal distribution with a standard
deviation of σ (Fig. 2b). Currently, deterministic seismic-
hazard analysis (DSHA) is most commonly used for predicting
ground motion, and probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis
(PSHA) is used for forecasting. DSHA and PSHA use the same
seismological and statistical data but define and calculate
ground-motion hazard differently. The differences between
DSHA and PSHA can be illustrated by predicting and forecast-
ing the ground motion at a site 30 km from the characteristic
fault shown in Figure 1. A median peak ground acceleration
(PGA) of 0:25g and standard deviation of 0.6 (in natural log-
arithms) from the M 7.5 earthquake were assumed for the site.

DSHA determines seismic hazard as the ground motion of
a certain percentile from single or a set of earthquakes that have
maximum impact (Krinitzsky, 1995). For a single characteristic
source, ground-motion prediction using DSHA is simple and
straightforward. Using DSHA, the prediction for the site might
be that a median peak ground acceleration (PGA) of 0:25g or a
PGA of 0:46g (84th percentile) could be expected if the M 7.5
earthquake occurs along the fault or that a median PGA of
0:25g or a PGA of 0:46g (84th percentile) could be expected
if the M 7.5 earthquake occurs along the fault in the next
month, next year, or in 50 years.

PSHA determines seismic hazard as the annual PE (i.e., the
PE in 1 year) for a given ground motion and calculates it from a
probability analysis (Cornell, 1968). To determine the probabil-

ity, several probability models have to be assumed for describing
the occurrences of earthquake and the resulting ground motion
in time and space. According to Cornell (1968), under the as-
sumptions of (1) equal likelihood of earthquake occurrence (sin-
gle point) along a line or over an areal source, (2) a constant-in-
time average occurrence rate of earthquakes, and (3) a Poisson
distribution for earthquake occurrence in time, the annual PE
for a given ground motion y from a single characteristic
source is

Pa�Y ≥ y� ≈ t�1 year�
τ

×
�
1 −Φ

�
ln y − ln ymr

σ

��
; �3�

in which ln ymr � f �m; r�, 1–Φ�x� is the PE for ground mo-
tion. As shown in equation (3), the annual PE is equal to the
annual PE for the earthquake, determined from equation (1)
for t � 1 yr (annual), times the PE for ground motion. For
example, the annual PE (0.0025) for PGA of 0:25g is equal
to the annual PE (1/200 or 0.005) for the earthquake times
the PE (0.5) for the ground motion (Fig. 2a). Thus, using
PSHA, the forecast could be that the annual PE for PGA of
0:25g at the site is 0.25% or that the probability the ground
motion exceeds 0:25g PGA in one year is 0.25%.

▴ Figure 1. A characteristic fault with an earthquake having mean
magnitude of M 7.5 and mean recurrence interval of 200 years.

▴ Figure 2. (a) Peak ground acceleration (PGA) hazard curve for a
site 30 km from the characteristic fault (Fig. 1) and (b) PGA uncertainty
distribution (i.e., a lognormal distribution). A median PGA of 0:25g and
standard deviation of 0.6 (in natural logarithms) were assumed.
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PROBABILISTIC FORECAST OR DETERMINISTIC
PREDICTION?

“Which is better for quantifying and communicating earthquakes
and their resulting ground-motion hazards: probabilistic forecast-
ing or deterministic predicting?” A critical issue is transparency
(e.g., Jordan et al., 2014; McNutt, 2014). As demonstrated here,
deterministic prediction quantifies and communicates the key sci-
entific information (i.e., mean, median, or a certain percentile) in
a way that is transparent and easy to understand by users. Prob-
abilistic forecasting, however, quantifies and communicates the
probability in a way that is compounded from many assumed
probability models, some of which are bad (Stein et al., 2011)
or even all wrong (Field, 2013). Particularly in PSHA, the prob-
ability (i.e., the annual PE) has been erroneously interpreted as the
frequency or rate of ground-motion occurrence and used to nu-
merically generate another PE, such as 10%, 5%, and 2% PEs in 50
years, under another Poisson assumption (Wang, 2011, 2012).
Thus, deterministic prediction is more transparent and physically
comprehensible than probabilistic forecasting.

Recent worldwide observations illustrate the problems with
probabilistic forecasting, and with PSHA in particular. Figure 3a
shows the 2001 Chinese national PGA hazard map with 10% PE
in 50 years for the southwest region of China (People’s Republic
of China National Standard [PRCNS], 2001). The locations of
recent earthquakes, including the 2008 Wenchuan, 2010 Yushu,
2011 Lushan andMinxian, and 2014 Ludian earthquakes are also
shown. All the earthquakes occurred in areas with low forecasted

PGA hazards. Similarly, in New Zealand, the 2010 Darfield and
2011 Christchurch earthquakes occurred in an area with relative
low hazards forecasted by the New Zealand national hazard map,
with 10% PE in 50 years (Stirling et al., 2012) (Fig. 3b). In con-
trast, Figure 4 shows seismic design zone maps for Chile and Ja-
pan. There was no significant building and infrastructure damage
in Chile during the 2010 Maule earthquake (M 8.8) or in Japan
during the 2011 Tohoku earthquake (M 9.0). It should be noted
that seismic design ground motion in coastal California is
deterministic ground motion from the maximum considered
earthquake, not the probabilistic ground motion from PSHA
(American Society of Civil Engineers [ASCE], 2010). These
worldwide observations show that deterministic prediction
performs better than probabilistic forecasting in helping soci-
ety to mitigate earthquake impacts and avoid disaster.

CONCLUSION

Deterministic prediction and probabilistic forecast use the same
statistical data but quantify and communicate uncertainty differ-
ently. A prediction implicitly communicates uncertainty without
a quantified probability, whereas a forecast explicitly communi-
cates uncertainty with a quantified probability. Several probabil-
ity models have to be introduced to make a forecast. For some
users, such as the insurance industry, a numerical probability
might be preferred. In other words, some of the models might
be useful. However, the probabilities are not reliable, because the
models are bad or even all wrong. Introducing more probability

▴ Figure 3. PGA maps with 500-year return periods (10% PE in 50 years) for (a) southwestern China (PRCNS, 2001) and (b) Christchurch,
New Zealand (Stirling et al., 2012). The solid circles indicate the locations of recent damaging earthquakes.
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(mathematical) models adds more layers of
uncertainty and leads to more difficulty in
communicating and understanding the
results. This is particularly true for PSHA,
because the annual PE (a dimensionless
quantity) has been erroneously communi-
cated and used as the annual frequency or
rate of exceedance (a dimensional quantity
with the unit of 1=yr ).

Although debate about probabilistic fore-
casting versus deterministic predicting will
continue among scientists, hazard mitigation
policies must be improved to reduce the risk
of another disaster like Wenchuan, L’Aquila,
Haiti, or Christchurch. All scientists, seis-
mologists in particular, must quantify and
communicate about earthquakes and their re-
sulting hazards in a transparent, scientifically
defensible, and understandable way. The criti-
cal issue is how to quantify and communicate
the inherent uncertainty. As demonstrated
here, deterministic prediction is more trans-
parent and easier to understand than probabilistic forecasting, be-
cause more layers of uncertainty are introduced to make

probabilistic forecasts. Worldwide obser-
vations show that deterministic predic-
tion performs better than probabilistic
forecasting.
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